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- The connections of Past, Present and Future

Introduction
It is with great pleasure and pride that we
launch the 9th edition of our quarterly
newsletter. Through this publication, we
endeavour to capture the passion and
ingenuity of our beloved alumni, and to
chronicle the impact that they have having on
our campus and on the world around them.
This special issue highlights a number of
exciting new initiatives the RDIAS has
undertaken in support of its own personal
evolution, ensuring that all RDIAS alumni are
well-prepared to shape the change that is
needed in the world today. We very much look
forward to hearing from you and to welcoming
you back to the RDIAS in the future.
Alumni Buzz, is a place for ex-students or their
families to meet up with other ex-students
from RDIAS, to share memories, stories and
photos.
Looking forward to hear from you !

Alumni Connect

“Teaching is the canny art of intellectual temptation….”
RDIAS organized Alumni E - Class Room Lecture for the students of BBA and
MBA on December 26, 2020. The session was taken up by, Ms. Gitanjali
Mehta, Senior Financial Analyst McKinsey & Company. Alumnus, MBA
2008-10.
The session taught the students how to equip themselves for the challenges of
Ms. Gitanjali Mehta
Senior Financial Analyst at
today and how to prepare for tomorrow’s opportunities. The session prepared
McKinsey & Company Delhi, India the students heart and mind with the confidence to acquire the job of their dream
(MBA 2008-2010)
by building their mindset with powerful attitude, self- awareness, proactiveness,

right emotional strength and skills to handle the job entry hurdles.
The session was engaged with various situation-based learning activities. The
session was indeed an enlightening experience for all the participants. The
students were intrigued by the new possibilities for corporate world.
It was indeed an engaging session wherein students discuss their queries and
concerns.

Stay Safe!!!!!! Stay Connected!!!!!!

Motivational Corner

To accomplish great things,
we must not only Act, but
also Dream, not only Plan,
but also believe.
Nostalgic Memories From the Graduating Batches
# RDIAS Wishes #
Fly in the plane of ambition
And land in the airport of Success
Luck is yours; wish is mine
May your future always Shine
GOOD LUCK RUKMINIANS!!!!!

Alumni Speak

- RDIAS
Stay connected!
You can reach us at

Ms. Tamanna Madan
Data Researcher at S &
P Global Market Intelligence
MBA 2017-2019

See you soon!
For further details about the above
events, suggestions or feedback, please
mail at alumni@rdias.ac.in
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“I had read somewhere that an individual’s intellectual and social stimulation begins from the
College. Today when I think of my journey at RDIAS, it reminds me that those 2 years were very
crucial for my career and personal growth.
From walking in as a fresher with no direction and walking out at the end of 2nd year with a job
in hand is probably the best transformation a person can get.
This institution has groomed me in each way possible whether it's academics or extra curricular
activities. Talking about the professional front, I have learnt a lot from Industrial Visits, One to
One interactions, Competitions, Guest Lectures and a lot more. Thanks to the RDIAS family for
making me ready for the real world. Also Thanks to S&P Global family for recognizing my talent
and providing me exposure to execute my abilities to its fullest."

Glimpse of E- Greeting shared on Diwali occasion

Alumni Speak

Mr. Virender Sharma
Technical Manager
HCL Technologies Ltd.
MBA Batch - (2003-2005)

RDIAS has contributed to make me a better professional and all learning
helped to build my career. I am really thankful to all RDIAS faculties,
management and support staff, who were there to help me during my MBA
program.

Announcement Section
Call for Articles
Second Innings (Alumni Placements) through Alumni Club - “Kshitij”

Dear Readers!
For the upcoming issues of Alumni Buzz, quarterly
newsletter, we would like to invite you to send us your
articles describing your time at the RDIAS,
experiences you have made, impressions you have
had, and the impact the RDIAS training has had on
your career. Please share with us your thoughts and
ideas along with your success stories. Please send
your articles to: alumni@rdias.ac.in. We look forward
to hearing from you!
Membership, Kshitij, Alumni Club
Membership Form for Kshitij, Alumni Club had been
shared via mail with Leading and Senior Alumni.
Kindly fill it up !!!!!!!!!!

“Self-belief and hard work will always earn you success.”
Success always comes when preparation meets opportunities.
New job, new life! Congratulations on this new start.

Opportunities Shared
BYJUs

Hike Education
Commdel

IndiaMart

Global University Systems

Tulip
Unimrkt Systems

Membership Form Link :
https://forms.gle/cbLYBKXwkVy1g4C76

Triumph Zone / Alumni Achievements
Look…The moon is calling you!!
See……the stars are shinning for you!!!
Listen …..the birds are singing to you………Hear ….RDIAS says we are proud of you!!!!!!!!!!

Published Research Article in
Journal of Statistics and Management Systems,
Taylor & Francis Group.
Mr. Manish Tomar
MBA 2018-2020
Financial & Accounting Analyst at JLL
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Initiatives for Alumni
PD Programme

Webinar

BEING A BETTER VERSION OF YOURSELF STARTS
WITH BEING CLEAR ABOUT YOUR WHY !

Webinar on "Artificial Brain …..how human brain thinks & solves
a problem?...... Can technology create an artificial brain?"
December 6, 2020

Personality Development Program for Alumni
Resource Person: Mr. Deepak Chhabra, Assistant Professor ,
RDIAS & Certified Neuro Linguistic Practitioner.

Workshop
One Day Workshop on Comprehensive Guide to Research
Methodology & Data Analysis using Open Source Softwares
(Zotero / Mendeley / R / Python)
10 October, 2020

Feedback is the KEY to IMPROVEMENT.......
Kshitij appreciates you for sharing your thoughts dear alumnus
Really useful and informative E-Workshop, especially the practical applications of Zotero, Mendeley, R,
Python. I am really feeling delighted to have been able to be a part of this. The workshop provided you with
specific hand-on skills useful for students, researchers, scholars & people who are having interest in research &
data analysis. Presenter very experienced & genuine- great teaching, sharing style. Delivery: clear, concise &
good examples. Content: excellent. I have gotten a lot from this workshop. Fantastic workshop. I would
recommend it to everyone.
Dhriti Ghai
BBA (2016-2019)
Process Associate
Tata Consultancy Services

Positioning Students for Success
How did you start with your journey in the corporate world ?

1

I started my career in sales, then realized that sales were not my thing to do to get best out of me. So, I did some basic
training and joined profiles of SAP BASIS in Indiabulls Financial Services Ltd. Since then I have worked with IBM,
Wipro and now I am working with HCL Technologies Ltd as Technical Manager with SAP based projects.

What was your key driving force to become a successful professional?

2

First thing, which is needed to be a successful professional, how do you think to make an impact on business, w.r.t.
your work profile. Second, hard work is needed every time, in a current challenging and ever volatile environment.
So, we can say that the right approach with required efforts can do the magic.

What piece of advice would you give to college graduates who want to join the corporate world ?

3
Virender Sharma
MBA (2003-05)
Technical Manager
HCL Technologies Ltd.

We may have certain interests and expectations, but we need to align our goals as per collective goals of the corporate
world.

What would you say are the top three skills needed to be successful in the corporate world ? How RDIAS has
helped you in grooming those skills ?

4

Here are few skills, which are needed to be successful such as, Communication, Self Belief, and Presenting yourself.
RDIAS helped me to groom these skills with a lot of open interactive sessions, allowing me to select my stage, speak
up and present my thoughts. I always felt too comfortable over there, where I could think to build my skills to help me
in the corporate world.
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Wishing You
a Happy New Year!!!!!!

Wishing You
Merry Christmas !!!!!!

We wish you all a wonderful festive season and a prosperous and fruitful
New Year. We look forward to your continued engagement with your
Alma Mater and another eventful year.
We wish you happiness and Cheer in the New Year 2021
Dear Alumni.. Stay connected on LinkedIn …..Facebook……Instagram……Twitter
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